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	Bayesian Time Series Models, 9780521196765 (0521196760), Cambridge University Press, 2011

	'What's going to happen next?' Time series data hold the answers, and Bayesian methods represent the cutting edge in learning what they have to say. This ambitious book is the first unified treatment of the emerging knowledge-base in Bayesian time series techniques. Exploiting the unifying framework of probabilistic graphical models, the book covers approximation schemes, both Monte Carlo and deterministic, and introduces switching, multi-object, non-parametric and agent-based models in a variety of application environments. It demonstrates that the basic framework supports the rapid creation of models tailored to specific applications and gives insight into the computational complexity of their implementation. The authors span traditional disciplines such as statistics and engineering and the more recently established areas of machine learning and pattern recognition. Readers with a basic understanding of applied probability, but no experience with time series analysis, are guided from fundamental concepts to the state-of-the-art in research and practice.
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Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology 157Springer, 2006

	E. Bettiol, S. Clement, K.H. Krause, and M.E. Jaconi: Embryonic and Adult Stem-Cell Derived Cardiomyocytes: Lessons from in vitro Models


	N. Toda, K. Ayajiki: Phylogenesis of Constitutively Formed Nitric Oxide in Non-Mammals


	S. Huang and J. Wikswo: Dimensions of Systems Biology


	S. C. Sinha and S.R. Sprang:...


		

iLife '09 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Mac users are passionate and loyal and these books capture that same feeling in pedagogy and series style. Titles in the Portable Genius series are not comprehensive; instead they aim to provide readers with the most accessible, useful information possible by giving readers tips and techniques for the most used features in a product or...


		

E-Mail Marketing For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2011

	E-mail isn’t a new technology any more, but you can do a lot
	of new things with e-mail marketing. E-mail can be delivered
	to mobile devices and can integrate nicely into a social media
	marketing strategy.


	Still, the same challenges that existed in the past apply to the
	new world of e-mail marketing. Namely,...





	

Encyclopedia Of Chemistry (Science Encyclopedia)Facts on File, 2005
Students beginning their study of chemistry are faced with understanding many terms that are puzzling and unrelated to contexts that make them understandable. Others may seem familiar, but in chemistry they have meanings that are not quite the same as when used in popular discourse. In science, terms need to have definite and specific meanings. One...

		

XNA 4 3D Game Development by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft's XNA Framework provides C# developers with a robust and efficient method of

	utilizing the DirectX and Direct3D Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) in order to

	build 3D games for the Windows, Xbox 360, and Windows Phone platforms.





	This book will present a series of video games, utilizing the XNA...

		

MySQL Reference ManualO'Reilly, 2002

	
		MySQL is the most popular SQL database in the open source community and is used almost universally by web sites running on open source systems. As powerful and flexible as it is lightweight and efficient, MySQL packs a large feature set into a very small and fast engine that now runs on more than 500,000 servers. This renowned online...
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